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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the asymptotic solutions

of the linear differential equation of the fourth order

(1.1) £(<?) = 0

when the parameter X is large in the differential operator

d*<p ( d2<p dip \
(1.2) £(<p) = — + X2 \P(x, X) -^ + Q(x, X) - + R(x, \)<p\ .

dx* I dx2 dx )

In the above expression, P(x, X), Q(x, X) and R(x, X) are analytic functions

of the complex variable x, and they depend on X in such a manner that the

following asymptotic expansions hold:

(1.3a) P(x, X) = £ \-»Pn(x),
n-0

(1.3b) Q(x, X) = £ \-»Qnix),
n-0

(1.3c) R(x,\) = *Jt\-»Rn(x).
n-0

Especially we are interested in the behavior of the solution in the neighbor-

hood of a simple zero of the function Po(x). Such a point is called a turning

point (of the first order). It is of special interest because asymptotic solutions

of (1.1) in the form

(1.4) <p = e"W £ \-«Vn(x)
n-0

exhibit singularities at such a point even though the point is a regular point

of the differential equation (1.1). Other solution forms must therefore be

found, if we wish to find a complete set of asymptotic solutions uniformly

valid in a neighborhood containing the turning point. It is the principal aim

of the present investigation to find such solutions.
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The interest in the equation (1.1) has been especially stimulated by the

controversy surrounding the Orr-Sommerfeld equation of hydrodynamic

stability, which plays a central role in the dynamics of a viscous fluid and

belongs to the type (1.1) under consideration. We shall not go into further

details of the discussion of the issues here(2) but merely wish to observe that

one principal point in the controversy concerns the role of the inviscid equa-

tion obtained by formally putting the viscosity coefficient equal to zero. This

corresponds to formally letting X—> °o in (1.1) and leads to the reduced equation

d2<p dip
(1.5) Po(x) — + Qo(x) — + Ro(x)<p = 0.

dx1 dx

This equation, in contrast to the full equation (1.1), does have a regular

singularity at the zero of Po(x), except in the most unlikely case that both

Qo(x) and Ro(x) also vanish there. We shall see that the nature of the solutions

of the reduced equation also plays an important role in the present mathe-

matical theory. Although the general outline of the theory (cf. §2) is not

greatly affected, the actual construction of the solutions (cf. §§6, 7, 8) can

vary substantially with the nature of the reduced equation.

There have been many papers published in the literature of hydrody-

namics and differential equations that deal with the problem at hand. Es-

pecially we wish to mention the theories of Wasow [12] and of Langer [4; 5],

with which the present paper shares some common ideas but also has some

essential differences. Langer's theory is based on his earlier work for a differ-

ential equation of the third order (Langer [2]) which in turn depends on the

solution of the special differential equation (Langer [3]).

(1.6) v'" + \2(zv' + av) = 0,

where a is a parameter which may depend on X in the manner

(1.7) a=X)X-"a(n).
n—0

The present work is based on the special differential equation of the fourth

order

(1.8) L(u) m ulv + X2(zw" + au' + Bu) = 0

where a and B may depend on X asymptotically in the following manner:

(2) For a discussion of the physical and mathematical issues involved in the hydrodynam-

ical problem, see Lin [6, Chapter VIII]. Other references to the hydrodynamical problem are

given at the end of this section (§1.)
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00

(1.9a) a = £ X-"a<">,
n-0

00

(1.9b) 0 = £ X-»/8<">.
n-0

The differential equation (1.8), which we shall call the basic reference equation,

as distinct from the approximating related equation, is a special case of the

given equation (1.1). It is in general not a close approximation to (1.1), but

does retain the essential feature of having a turning point. Furthermore, the

properties of its solutions can be studied in detail by the method of Laplace

transformation, and this has been carried out by one of us (Rabenstein [10]).

In this phase of our work, the ideas of Wasow [ll ] were used, but the greater

generality of the equation brings new interesting features. The main differ-

ences between the present work and that of Wasow lie in the manner of con-

struction of the solutions of (1.1) (cf. Wasow [13]), and in Wasow's restric-

tion of (1.8) to the case a = 0. Certain limitation in Wasow's theory are there-

by removed.

To summarize, it is perhaps fair to say(3) that the present work follows

more closely the spirit of Langer's theory for equations of the lower orders

than either the theory of Wasow or of Langer for the fourth order case. We

have also cast the general ideas of the theory in terms of a system of equations

of the first order to make it more perspicuous. But by far the most important

features of the present work are the following. In the first place, we have

carried out the proof of the existence theorem for a complete complex neigh-

borhood of the turning point. It is not difficult to prove that the formal

solution is asymptotic to a true solution in every fan shaped sector centered

at the origin, provided the size of the sector is limited. The difficult part is to

prove that, in a complete complex neighborhood, there is a single solution of

the given equation that is asymptotically represented by the same formal

expansion (4). We shall see the contrast between these two types of theorems

in the second part of this paper. The other important feature is its contrast

with theories for equations of lower orders. This lies in the central role played

by the reduced equation (1.5) and the reduced equation

(1.10) zu" + a<««' + Pmu = 0

of the basic reference equation (1.8). Both of them have a regular singularity,

and it is important, as we shall see below, to choose ctm and j3(0) so that the

essential characters of the solution of (1.5) are reproduced in the solutions of

(1.10). In the case of equations of the third order (Langer [2]), a similar

step has also been taken; but in that case, the reduced equations are of the

(3) An observation made by Professor Norman Levinson.

(*) As far as we know, this has not even been proved for equations of lower orders.
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first order, the nature of their solutions are consequently much simpler; and

there is no conspicuous effort for such a determination. In the case of second

order equations (Langer [l ]), the reduced equations become trivial. Thus, the

present work also points a way to the development of theories for equations

of higher ordefs: the basic reference equation should be chosen so that the

solutions of its reduced equation reproduce the essential characteristics of

the solutions of the reduced equation of the given differential equation.

On the basis of the above remarks, a close relationship can already be ex-

pected to exist between the theory of Langer and the present work in a fairly

wide class of problems. If, in the reduced equation (1.10), a(0) is not an integer,

positive, negative or zero, the character of its solution is essentially deter-

mined by a(0) and is independent of /3(0). Consequently, we may put (3CO) = 0

in (1.10) and it would then be natural also to try to put 8 = 0 in the basic

reference equation (1.8). This equation then becomes identical with Langer's

equation (1.6) provided u' = v. The two theories should therefore yield com-

parable results. On the other hand, if a(0) is an integer, positive, negative, or

zero, (as it is in the hydrodynamical problem), the properties of the solution

of (1.10) depend essentially on /3<0), and the results of the two theories may

not be directly comparable. In particular, when am is thus specified, the

present theory is not essentially modified. On the other hand, there may exist,

in Langer's theory, a distinctive class of problems that require special treat-

ment. This class is at the present characterized in terms of certain features

that occur in the process of the construction of the solution. As no correspond-

ing features occur in the present theory, it appears that a proper comparison

of the two theories can be made only after the distinctive class in Langer's

has been characterized directly in terms of the original differential equation

(1.1). At the time of this writing, Professor Langer has informed us that he is

contemplating such an investigation.

The presentation of the present theory naturally divides itself into three

parts:

Part I. Existence of formal asymptotic solutions with regular coefficients.

Part II. Existence of actual solutions approximated by these formal

asymptotic solutions.

Part III. Applications to the hydrodynamical problem.

The new features of the present problem, in comparison with cases of lower

orders, exhibit themselves most clearly in the development of Part I of the

theory. In this sense, it is the most important part. The existence of actual

solutions can be proved by following the usual method of constructing a

related equation, which goes back to Liouville. The new feature of the present

work, as mentioned before, is the existence theorem for a complete neighbor-

hood. This is by no means a trivial application of the old ideas. There are

certain steps which are quite distinctive for the problem at hand. Further-

more, it is necessary to make certain mathematical investigations which are
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interesting by themselves, such as a complete discussion of a fundamental

system of solutions of the basic reference equation and its adjoint. These

studies, made in the spirit of the classical analysis of special functions, are

also essential for the final physical applications.

Since the types of mathematical considerations in Parts I and II are very

much different from each other, it is thought desirable to present them sepa-

rately. Accordingly, the present paper deals only with Part I; a sequel will

deal with Part II. To provide an overall picture, an outline of the theory is

given in §2. Part III will be published in the literature of mechanics(5), but

perhaps a word is in order here about the significance of the present work in

regard to the studies of the hydrodynamical problem. While the past con-

troversies will no doubt be resolved by any kind of a uniformly valid solution,

the extent of the usefulness of such solutions still depend on the solution being

given in some convenient form. If our aim is merely to compute the stability

characteristics of the flow on the basis of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, this

is still not a very serious point, for the lack of convenience of the solution form

can be compensated, at least partly, by speedy modern computing methods.

However, the issue goes deeper. The ultimate purpose of the theory of hydro-

dynamic stability is to clarify the mechanism of transition of the laminar

flow into turbulence. Here, recent investigations, both theoretical and experi-

mental, reveal new important roles of the critical layer—which corresponds

to the turning point in the mathematical theory. It is thus essential that the

nature of the solutions in the neighborhood of the turning point be fully

understood. Specifically, it is desirable that the theory should yield correct

third order derivatives in this neighborhood, while in the stability problem

only derivatives of the first order are needed. For more detailed discussion

of the hydrodynamic issues, the reader is referred to the earlier reports of

the senior author (Lin [7; 8; 9]). In those reports, the inherent significance

of the nature of the solutions of the reduced equation (1.8) has not been as

explicitly brought out as in the present paper, but their application for the

construction of useful solutions for the purpose of the hydrodynamical prob-

lem has been emphasized.

Acknowledgment. The authors wish to thank Professor K. O. Fried-

richs, Norman Levinson, and especially R. E. Langer and Wolfgang Wasow

for their interest in this work and their discussions during various stages of

its completion. The main part of this work was completed at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology under the sponsorship of the Office of Naval

Research. The final revision of the paper was made at the Mathematics Re-

search Center, University of Wisconsin.

2. Outline of the theory. Although the asymptotic theory for the fourth-

order equation (1.1) follows the general outline of the theory for lower orders,

there are some significant deviations in the manner in which the solution is

(6) Preliminary forms of such work have already been reported (Lin, [7; 8; 9]).
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constructed. As mentioned above, this is mainly due to the fact that the re-

duced equation (1.5) is of the second order. We shall describe in this section

the major steps in the theory so that the outline will stand out more clearly.

The usual method of solution is to construct formal solutions of (1.1) in

terms of the solutions of (1.8) in the following form

(2.1) <p = cou + Ciu' + C2U" + c3u'"

where the variables z and x are connected by a suitable analytic function, and

c0(x, X), Ci(x, X), c2(x, X), c3(x, X) are expected not to be all of the same order

in X. Rather, we might expect cm to be of the order 0(X_m), if we take the

analogy with equations of lower orders. However, in the present case, it will

turn out that

(2.2) c0,ci = O(l),

(2.3) c2, c3 = 0(\-2).

The fact that we need two coefficients of the order unity can be expected

from the second-order nature of the reduced equation. For if we consider the

two solutions u^ and uf* of the reduced equation (1.10), we should expect

to get two solutions <pi0), <p20) of the reduced equation (1.5) in the initial ap-

proximation. If we now think of the connection in terms of two first order

systems, we should expect these solutions to be related to each other in the

form

,„     .. (0) (0)     (0) (0)     (0)'
(2.4) <p     = co  u     + ci  u

Such a form can follow from (2.1) only if (2.2) is satisfied.

Detailed calculations (cf. Appendix A) show that in the present case, we

should actually consider relations between vectors of the forms

if = (*>, ff, x-v", x-y"),

u = (u, u', X-V, A-V").

(It is immaterial here whether the dashes on <p denote differentiation with

respect to z or x.)

The critical step in the solution is to show that we can indeed find func-

tions

(2.6) ^,X)=x"iEx"\!°,W

with analytic coefficients c^ix). In the case of equations of lower orders, it

has always been possible to prove this by explicit quadrature. This is no

longer true in the present case. As we shall see in §3, we have to depend on

relations of the type (2.4) to overcome this difficulty. Indeed, we have to

modify the form of the expansion somewhat for certain special cases (§8).
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In order to gain maximum simplicity and to bring out the significance of

the reduced equation, we shall deviate somewhat from the above described

method of construction of formal solutions. We first introduce a minimum

amount of transformation of variables to bring the equation (1.1) into a

form having exactly the same type of reduced equation as (1.8). This is done in

two steps.

First transformation. We introduce into (1.1) the new independent

variable

T3   rx   1/2        T"
(2.7) z = \ — J   Po  (x)dx\

and the new dependent variable

(2.8) P(z,\) = <p(x,\)[Po(x)/z]*'\

Then the equation (1.1) becomes

(2.9) P™ + \*(pp" + qP' + rp) = 0,

where p, q, r have behaviors identical with that specified in (1.3), i.e.,

00

(2.10a) #(a) = E^"M4
n—0

(2.10b) q(z, X) = £ \->qn(z),
n-0

oo

(2.10c) r(z, X) = £ X-r„(z).
n-0

The change of independent variable has the purpose of making (2.9) resemble

(1.8) more closely in that

(2.11) poiz) = z.

Second transformation. Next we consider a transformation of the form

(2.12) x = A(z, \)P + B(z, \)P' + \-*C(z, \)P" + X-2Z»(z, X)^",

where A, B, C, D have the behavior (1.3). By formal differentiation, we can

then obtain the transformation in the vector form

(2.13) X = Gil,

where

(2.14) jc = ix, x', x-Y', x-Y"),

(2.15) ^ = (P, P', X-V", X-V"),

and G(z, X) is a nonsingular matrix with asymptotic dependence on X in the

manner
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(2.16) G(z, X) = J2 X-»G(">(z).
n-0

We expect G(n,(z) to be all analytic. It will be seen that this form of G(z, X)

is obtained provided certain simple conditions are fulfilled by the coefficients

in (2.12).

It is then possible to show that we can explicitly determine the functions

A(z, X), B(z, X), C(z, X), and D(z, X) as polynomials in X-1 in such a manner

that x satisfies an equation of the form

Lo(x) = Xiv + X2(zX" + ««' + 0«)

= X(5x + W + x-V + x-2rfx'")

where the coefficients (a, 6, c, a5) have the behavior (1.3). This is a major step

in the theory and will be treated in detail in the next section. The form (2.17)

will be referred to as the normal form of the equation.

In the process of carrying out this transformation, it will become clear

that the constant a0 is indeed completely specified by the given equation if

the transformation is to be regular, and that the constant B0 is also deter-

mined in the cases where a0 is an integer, positive, negative, or zero.

The construction of asymptotic solutions of the normalized equation

(2.17) then follows the usual methods. If we introduce the vector

(2.18) u = («, u', X-V, X-V"),

where u is a solution of the equation (1.8), then we may expect it possible,

by proper determination of a and 8 to obtain formal solutions of the structure

(2.19) X = Hu

and with H expected to be of the form(6)

oo

(2.20) H = I + X) X-W'OO,
m—1

where / is the identity matrix. Combining (2.12) and (2.19), we may write

(2.21) X = G* = HU,

or

(2.22) # = G~XHU

where U, SF, X are fundamental matrix solutions of the systems of equations

corresponding to (1.8), (2.9) and (2.17). For convenience of reference, we

list below the equations for u and jj explicitly. The equation for u may be

written

(6) Deviations from this expectation that occur in certain special cases will be discussed in

§8; but the following outline will not be essentially altered.
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du
(2.23) -= Mu,

dz

where
"0100"

ooxo-
(2.24) M =

-     0        0        0        X

_-/3    -a    -Xz      0.

The equation for jj may be written as

(2.25) ^=(M0 + e)x
dz

where Mo is obtained from M by putting a = cto, ft = fto and

-0       0       0       0"

0      0      0      o-
(2.26) e = X-1

0        0        0        0

_5        b        Z        d_

If we terminate the series (2.20) with h(n)(z) as the last term(7) we obtain

the «th approximation

(2.27) T.n=BnU

which satisfies the differential equation

(2.28) ~  =   (Mo + ft.)*.,
dz

with

(2.29) e - ^ = A-**"*,

where A is a matrix of the same form as Xe. The equation (2.28) is the related

equation of (2.25). To prove that there exists a solution jj approximated by

each solution j^n of the related equation, we consider the difference vector

(2.30) 5 = j: ~ Xn

which satisfies the differential equation

dh
(2.31) — = M 05 + «5 + X-<"+1>A2Cn.

dz

(') To be more precise, we do this for the first row of the matrix and let the other rows be

derived by differentiation of xn.
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Thus, S is given by the solution of the integral equation(8).

5(Z, X) =  f  K(z, f; X)e(f, X)8(f, X)#

(2.32)

+ X-<»+» j"K(z, f, X)A(f, X)xn0-, X)df

where the kernel K(z, f; X) is given by

(2.33) K(z, f; X) = U0(z, X^G", X),

and Uo(z, X) is a fundamental matrix solution of the differential system

dUo
(2.34) -= M0Uo.

dz

This kernel can be calculated explicitly, since we know the matrix functions

Uo(z, X) and its inverse. The appraisal of the order of magnitude of 5 then

follows the conventional methods of choosing the proper paths of integration

and using the known asymptotic behavior of the functions u(z, X).

Variations of the above method might be found desirable. For example,

one may wish to consider, instead of

(2.35) 5 = k - Xn,

the quantity

(2.36) H*1* = un - xi,        2,= En\.

In this manner, we are comparing the function ii„ (which is explicitly related

to the exact solution x) with the exact solution of the basic reference equation

(2.23). Obviously, un may be expected to satisfy an equation very close to

(2.23), and the usual method of appraisal of errors can be made. The advan-

tage of such an approach is that the solutions of the equation (2.23) itself

are well-known. The details of these modified methods will be discussed in

Part II when the actual proofs are carried out.

For practical construction of solutions, the method used for developing

the theory is not suitable. Rather, once we know the existence of the solutions

of the form (2.1), the connection coefficients can be calculated by using the

formal asymptotic solutions of <p and u of the type (1.4). This method was

used in the hydrodynamical applications (Lin [9]).

3. Reduction of the differential equation into the normal form. We shall

now carry out the second transformation that will bring the given differential

equation in the form (2.9) into the form (2.17). The detailed calculations in-

(8) It is sometimes desirable to use a somewhat different approach and obtain an integral

equation where the first term on the right-hand side is also small to higher orders of X-1. For

these discussions, see Part II.
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volved are very lengthy and are given in detail in appendices (A) and (B).

Here, we shall recapitulate the major steps with frequent reference to the

equations derived there.

If we introduce [cf. (A3) ]

(3.1) x = Ap + BP' + X-'Cp" + \-2DP'"

as our new variable, where A(z, X), B(z, X), C(z, X) and D(z, X) have the

asymptotic behavior (1.3), then all the derivatives of x take on the form

[cf. (A4), (A8),etc]

(3.2) x ™ = AtP + Btp' + X-'C.y/' + \-*DiP'".

However, the matrix G connecting the vectors x and i(r, as defined by (2.13)

and (2.14), will not be of the order of unity unless we impose the conditions

[cf. (A6)]

(3.3) B-pD = \~1E,    and   C = \~lF

with E and F having the asymptotic behavior (1.3). The form of G is then

given by [cf. (A12)]

oo

(3.4) G= X)X-nG<»>
n-0

with [cf. (A13)]

" aw     r(c) n n(0)
Ao      Bo 0 D

CO) CO) CO) (0)
Ai       Bi Ci Dx

.0      o -f.ci"      bT-p.dT.

It is necessary that | Gco)(s) [ 9^0 and in particular this should hold at 3 = 0.

For this to be true, we must have [cf. (A14)].

(3.6) aI'\o)^0,       #i0>(0) * 0.

If we now form the operator Lo(x)> with a0 and fto as yet unspecified, we

find that an equation of the form (2.17) is satisfied, with the coefficients

having the specified orders, provided the following conditions are satisfied

[cf. (BIO)]:

(3.7a) -roB^ + zAxV + otoAT + ftaAW = 0,

(3.7b) -qoBT + zAT + zBxY + a073i0) + PoB™ = 0,

(3.7c) -px(Bx} - zD?) - (q0 + l)^' - 2zC1°)' + a0ci0> = 0,

(3.7d) -zC[0) + 2Bl0V + B? - 2(zdT)' + ctoD™ + ft0DW= 0,
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where [cf. (A6), (A7) and (A9)]

(3.8) P„0> = zDT,

(3.9a) A?=Am'-roDW,

(3.9b) BT = B(0V + AW - q0Dm,

(3.9c) Ci0) = EW,

(3.9d) DT = DW' + P(0),

and

(3.10) B? = B?'+ AT - qoDT.

Thus, we are faced with the problem of solving the differential equations

(3.7)-(3.10), for the variables A™, £<°\ I>(0), E(0) and P<°> under the restric-

tion (3.6). The constants a0 and B0 are at our disposal. They should obviously

be chosen toward making the solution functions regular at z = 0. If these

functions can be found, the conditions (3.6) indeed guarantee that |G(0)(z)|

is a constant [cf. (A 16) and the discussion following]. We may then write

(3.1) in the form

(3.11) x = A™} + [P<°> + X-»(£«» + piDW)]f + X-2[P<°V" + D^V"]

where the higher approxinations in the coefficients are omitted, since they

do not enter the conditions for the function (3.11) to satisfy an equation of

the form (2.17).
The system of equations to be solved can be divided into two groups. If

we consider Do as eliminated from (3.9a) and (3.9b) by the use of (3.8), then

the four equations (3.7a), (3.7b), (3.9a), (3.9b) form a system of four linear

differential equations of the first order in the dependent variables A(Q), P(0),

Af*, Bf. After this system is solved, the equations (3.7c) and (3.7d) may be

regarded as a system of two equations of the first order for the variables

Ci0) and Df\ or equivalently the variables £<°> and P<°> (cf. (3.9c), (3.9d)).

They take on the form

(3.12) 2*E<«' + (qo + 1 ~ oro)P(0) - pizFW = gi(z),

(3.13) 2zP<°)' + (qo+2- a0)P(0) - zP(0) = fi(«),

where gi(z) and g2(z) are known analytic functions of z.

The system of four equations for Aw, Bm, Af\ B[0) appears to be very

difficult to solve. However, one may anticipate the answers from other con-

siderations and then verify the conjecture. From (3.11), it is clear that the

solutions x(0) and ^<0) of the reduced equations

(3.14) zx(0>" + aox(0), + /3ox(0) = 0,

(3.15) jtf«»" + g0^(0)' + rofw = 0
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must satisfy the relation

(3.16) X(0) = 4<0ty(0) + Bmpw.

From this, we can calculate x(0)/ and obtain

(3.17) X(0)' = ATpm + J5i°V(0)'.

We expect that Af and Bf> will satisfy (3.9a) and (3.9b), if Z><0) is eliminated
by using (3.8). To verify the above conjecture, we need only show that (3.7a)

and (3.7b) are indeed satisfied, provided A<-°\ B™, Af, Bf satisfy (3.16)
and (3.17). This can be done with a little calculation (§4), if we keep the

equations (3.14) and (3.15) in mind. These calculations also show that there

are indeed four sets of solutions, which agrees with the fact that equations

(3.7a), (3.7b), (3.9a), (3.9b) form a system of four equations of the first order.

Moreover, one of the solutions can be shown to be regular with B(0)(0) =0 if

the parameters ao and fto are properly chosen. The details of these discussions

will be given in the next section.

Having found such regular solutions for Aw, J5(0), Af, B[°\ we may turn

back to the discussion of (3.12) and (3.13). It will be found (cf. §4) that

(3.18) ao = ?o(0)

so that we know exactly the values of Em and P(0) in (3.12) at z = 0. It will

then not be difficult to verify that a power series solution exists for the system

(3.12) and (3.13). That such a formal series solution is a true solution depends

on the fact that the system is of the Fuchsian type (Coddington and Levinson,

1955, p. 117).
We may also prove the existence of a regular solution by rewriting the

differential system (3.12), (3.13) into an integral system:

(3.19a)        E(z) = [^(z)]"1^1'2 f z3/!£(z)[/h(z) + pxF]dz,
J o

(3.19b)        F(z) = [^(z)]"^-1'2 f z*R(z)[hi(z) + E]dz,
J 0

where

(3.20) R(z) = exp     f    — (50 - a0)dz  ,

and

(3.21a)        E(z) = £<°>(z) - £<°>(0),        F(z) = P<°>(z) - P<0>(0),

(3.21b)       hx(z) = — [gx(z) - gx(0)],       hi(z) = — [gi(z) - gi(0)].
z z
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It is easy to see that an iteration method would converge and that only

regular functions are involved in each step. Consequently, the solution ob-

tained is also regular.

Thus, anticipating the results obtained from the analysis of the reduced

equations in the next section, we may state the following lemma.

Lemma. The asymptotic theory for the differential equation (1.1) is equivalent

to that for the special differential equation (2.17), in which the constant parameter

ao is fixed by the given differential equation, but the constant B0 is at our disposal

except in the cases where a0 is an integer, positive, negative, or zero. In the latter

case, Bo is also fixed by the given differential equation. The coefficients a, b, c, d

in (2.17) have the asymptotic behavior in X similar to those in the given differ-

ential equation as specified by (1.3).

4. The solutions of the reduced equations. As we have just seen, the suc-

cess of the desired transformation depends on obtaining regular solutions of

the system of differential equations (3.7a), (3.7b), (3.9a) and (3.9b) for the

functions Aw, B(0), Af and Bf\ We have also noticed that these functions

should be the same as those that appear in the connection formulae

(4.1) x«» = .4<°ty«» + B<-0)yp<-oy,

(4.2) x      = Ai i>     + Bi i     ,

between the solutions of the equations

(4.3) zX(0)" + aoX(0)' + BoXm = 0,

and

(4.4) z^<°>" + ?0*(0>' + r<spm = 0.

To verify these conclusions, let us differentiate (4.1) with respect to z to

obtain

x(o)' = ^(ov^co) _|_ (^4(0) _|_ 2J(o>')^«»' + Bm\pm",

and hence, by using (4.4),

(4.5) x(0)' = (Am' - roP<0Vz)^(°' + (P<°>' + A™ - qJB™/%)+<■»'.

Thus, a comparison of (4.2), (4.5) shows that (3.9a) and (3.9b) are satisfied.

To verify that (3.7a) and (3.7b) are also satisfied, we have to differentiate

(4.2) once more. We obtain (cf. (4.5))

fA    f.\ (0)" t AW D(0)/\/<0)     I     /•D(0)'     I       ^(0) D(0)/\»(0>'(4.6) x       = (Ai.    - r0Bi /z)yp     + (Pi     + Ai    - q0Bi /z)f   .

Substituting (4.1), (4.2) and (4.6) into (4.3), we find that the coefficient of

^(0) is precisely the right-hand side of (3.7a) and the coefficient of i^(0)' is

precisely that of (3.7b). The above contentions are therefore verified.
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Having established the relations (4.1) and (4.2), we can make use of them

to determine the desired solutions in a purely algebraic manner. Consider

any two independent solutions pf and pf of (4.4) and any two solutions

xi0) and xf of (4.3), and define the functions A(0) and J3(0) by the pair of rela-

tions

fA n\ (0)       ,<(0V0) _i_ d(0V0)'(4.7) xi    = A    px   + B   pi   ,

fA   <n (0) ^(0)»(0)   I    D(0V0)'
(4.8) X2    = A    pi   + B   pi  .

These functions and their associated functions ^4[0) and Bf will satisfy all

the desired requirements. Solving for Am and Bw, we obtain

fA   r>\ ^(0)       tt7-1/   <0V0>' (0).(0)'.
(4.9) A     =W0 (xi Pi     - Xi  Pi   ),

(4.10) B     = -Wo (xi Pi    - Xi Pi )

and

fA    11\ tit ,(0),C0)' CO)    CO)'(4.11) Wo = pi Pi    - pi pi .

Now, if we let

ta  in /(0)      /(0) /(0)      /(0>(4.12) pi   = pi  ,       pi    = pn

be a specific pair of independent solutions, and xi°' and xf he an arbitrary

pair expressed in terms of a specific pair of independent solutions,

,.    ... (0) CO)    , CO) CO) CO)    , CO)
(4.13) Xi    = cuxi    + C12X11 ,        Xi    = C21X1    + C22X11 ,

then (4.9) and (4.10) gives

fA   14%        AW        rrr-1! CO)   CO)' CO)   CO)' (0)    CO) CO)   CO)',
(4.14) A      = Wo [Cnxi   Pn    +0:12X11^11    — C21X1   Pi    — Cnxn Pi    ),

fA   ie\       c(0)       t^_1I        <0),(0)   p (0),(0) (0).C0) co)   (0)X
(4.15) B     = W0 (CnXi   Pn   +^12X11^11   — C21X1   Pi    — Cnxn Pi   \-

Thus, we have four independent solutions, since the constants Cn, Cu, Cn,

and C22 are entirely arbitrary. (They need not be chosen to make xi0) and xf

independent solutions of (4.3). For example, if xi0) and xf} are both zero, we

simply obtain the trivial solution ^4(0) = 0, B(0)=0, which is perfectly valid.)

We now wish to show that at least one set of the solutions is a nontrivial

regular set with the further property Af^O, 5[0)^0, and Bf = 0 at z = 0. This
requires a detailed examination of the solutions of the reduced equations

(4.3) and (4.4), and it is here that the coefficients a0 and /30 are determined.

The properties of the equations of the type (4.4) are well'rknown(9). It

has a regular singularity at the point z = 0, with indices p = 0 and 1— q0(0).

(•) Equation (4.3) is merely a special case of (4.4).
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Let us denote the indices by pi and p2, with p2—pi ±£0. Obviously, for our pur-

poses, we must take a0 = <Zo(0) so that the indices of (4.3) and (4.4) are the

same. Further discussions depend on whether p2—pi is an integer.

If p2—pi is not an integer, then two linearly independent solutions of (4.4)

may be denoted by (10)

(4.16) *i = *"(l+ •••),

(4.17) *, = *'«(1+ • • •)

where the expressions in the parentheses are regular functions. The Wronskian

determinant has the value p2 —pi. If we take xi and X2 to be two corresponding

solutions of (4.3), we may eliminate the powers zpl and z"2 from these equa-

tions, and deal only with regular functions. Specifically, we have the equations

(4.18) (z-«Xi) = A^(z~^i) + (5<°>/*)(*-«+Yi),

(4.19) (z-"x2) = ii <»(*-'VO + (P(0)/z)(z-<"+V2)

to solve for Ai<s) and P(0)/z. The coefficient determinant can be easily shown

to have the constant value p2—Pit^O, and the functions Aw and P(0) thus

obtained have the required properties. Indeed, a little calculation will show

that ,4(0)(0) =Bf(0) =1, and consequently the restrictions (3.6) are satisfied.

If p2—Pi is an integer, then the linearly independent solutions of (4.4)

take on the form

(4.20) *x = z"(l + • • •),

(4.21) fa = fa + bj/i log z,       fa = z»(l+ ■ ■ ■)

where k is a constant, which is in general not equal to zero but may vanish

under special circumstances. We must then choose not only aa to make (4.3)

have the same indices as (4.4), but also 80 to make the two solutions of (4.3)

have the same character as (4.20) and (4.21). Thus, if k happens to be zero,

we must also take Bo = 0, which is the condition for the special equation (4.3)

to have no logarithmic terms in the solutions. Thus, we may write the solu-

tions of (4.3) in the form

(4.22) xi = «M(l+ • • O,

(4.23) X2 = X2 + kXi teg z,        X2 = z'2(l +•••),

where the coefficient of k can be made to be the same as in (4.21).

The relations (4.7) and (4.8) then become

Xi = 4<0¥i + 5(0W,

X2= 4<0¥i + JJ<0>(xi' + W*)
or

(10) For convenience of notation, the superscript (0) is temporarily dropped in the following

paragraphs of this section.
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(4.24) (z-«Xi) = A <•> (z-"^,) + (B «>/*) (z-«+Vi'),

(4.25) (z-'2X2) = 4<°>(jr»V,) + (5(°>/z)(z-^V2' + *2T'Vl)-

These are equations for ^4(0) and B(0)/z involving only regular functions. The

function

jr-« = zpi-o»(i + • • •)

is regular because pi ^p2. The coefficient determinant for the above equations

(4.24), (4.25) is a constant, by a consideration of the Wronskian determinant.

That it is not equal to zero can also be directly verified at z = 0. At that point,

we obtain the value pi—pi except when this is zero, and the value (pi—pi)—k

when P2—Pi = 0. In the latter case, k never vanishes. Thus we have indeed a

nonvanishing constant in all nontrivial cases.

We have now completed the proof of the feasibility of the reduction of

the given equation (1.1) into the normalized form (2.17), with a0 and fto

completely specified in the case ao is an integer(n). If «o is not an integer,

there is no restriction on ft0, and we may take /30 = 0. The implications of these

differences have been discussed in the introduction.

In the above analysis, we may have arbitrary multiples of xi and X2 in

(4.18), (4.19) or (4.24), (4.25) and thus obtain answers involving two param-

eters. Thus, in general there are actually two linearly independent regular

solutions.

If the equation (4.4) has two regular solutions, and this can happen only

if the two indices p = 0 and p= 1— qo are both integers, positive or zero, then

equation (4.3) takes on the form

(4.26) zx"-«x' = 0,

i.e., we have a0= —n,fto = 0. The solutions of (4.26) are 1 and zB. We may take

in this case

Xl = Ci + dZ",

Xi = c3z»

and thereby obtain a three-parameter family of regular solutions from equa-

tions (4.24) and (4.25). These facts will prove useful in later discussions.

5. Solution of the normalized differential equation. We have shown in the

previous sections that the asymptotic theory of the equation (1.1) can be

reduced to that for equation (2.17), which is now redesignated as

(5.1)    Lo(x) = Xiv + X2(zx" + «ox' + Pox) = X(aX + h' + \~lc\" + ^dx'"),

where a, b, c, d have the behavior (1.3). This last equation can be further

transformed to eliminate the term in x'", but this is not necessary in view of

(") The difference of the coefficients p% —pi is equal to — | at,— 11.
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the concise matrix form (2.25) into which (5.1) can be put. To solve the above

equation, we write

(5.2) x = uu + vu' + X-W + X-W,

where u is a solution of the fundamental reference equation, and pt, v, a, r are

expected to have the behavior (1.3). This expression has exactly the same

character as (3.1), since the equation for u is a special case of the equation

for yp. Thus, all the formulae in §3 and in the Appendices apply, except that

we should now put

(5.3a) p = z, i.e., p0 = z, pi = 0, pk = 0, k = 2, 3, • ■ ■ ,

(5.3b) q = a,    and    r = B.

From (BIO) it follows that if x is to satisfy (2.17), we must have

(5.4a) zui + a0ui + B0u — Bvi = X^A,

(5.4b) zvi + aovi + B0v + zyu — avx = X_1P,

(5.4c) -2zo-{ + [a0- a- l]<n + Boa = X^C,

(5.4d) -2zt{ + [ao - a - 2JVi + B0t = X'W - (3v{ + m)

where A, B, C, D are given by (C3) with (A, B, C, D) replaced by (p., v, a, t),

and

(5.5) v — zr = X-1<r,        <r = X_1f;

(5.6a) ui = n' — Br,

(5. 6b) vi = v' + p. — ar,

(5. 6c) <ri = a,

(5.6d) ti = t' + t.

We shall now solve this set of equations in terms of asymptotic expansions

in inverse powers of X. Then it is clear that the exact forms of the expressions

on the right-hand side of (5.4) do not matter. Only the forms of the operator

on the left are important. It is also convenient to think of o"i and n rather

than 5 and f as the variable sought, and rewrite (5.5) as

(5.7) v - zt = X-Vi,       a- = X-^ri + r').

By using (5.5) and (5.7), we may rewrite (5.4) as

(5.8a)    [zM" + aou' + (Bo - /%] - /3[2zr' + r + («0 - «)r] = 0(X-1),

(5.8b)    [zV + (ao - 2a + 2)zr' + («0 - a)(l - a)r + (fi0 - B)zt]

+ [2za' + (ao - a)u] = 0(X~1),

(5.8c)    -2z(7i' +(ao-a- l)<n = 0(X~l),

(5.8d)    -2zn' + (a0 - a - 2)n

= Oft-1) - [V + 3zr" + 3(1 - 2a)r' + (B0 - B)r]
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where 0(X_1) denotes terms of that order in the variables pt, t, ai and T\,

and the parameters a and ft. Clearly, in solving for successively higher ap-

proximations, the equations (5.8a) and (5.8b) may be first solved for p, and

r and then the equations (5.8c) and (5.8d) solved for <ri and n. It is to be

noted that a and ft are also unknowns to be determined, but we may expect

a and ft to be equal to a0 and ft0 in the limit X—»oo.

The solution of these equations will now be discussed in the next three

sections for three different cases, depending on the nature of solutions of the

reduced equation

(5.9) zx" + otox' + Pox = 0.

Case I. If the indices p = 0 and p = l— a0 of equation (5.9) do not differ

by an integer, positive, negative or zero, the solutions of (5.9) do not contain

logarithmic terms. Indeed, their essential characteristics do not depend on

fto. This is the simplest case.

Case II. If the indices differ by an integer, positive, negative or zero, and

j8o5^0, one of the solutions of (5.9) definitely contains a logarithmic term.

This case is still relatively simple.

Case III. If the indices differ by an integer, positive, negative or zero, and

/3o = 0, the solutions of (5.9) are explicitly known to be

(5.10a) X=l    and   z-«+x       if «0 ^ 0

or

(5.10b) X = 1    and z if «o = 0.

This is the most complicated case, because the simplicity of the initial

approximation makes them less useful for controlling the behavior of the

higher approximations. Indeed, it will be found that the coefficients (p., v, a, t)

in (5.1) have the usual behavior (1.3) only under very special circumstances.

In general, they must be taken to have the form

00

(5.11) ix(z, X) = Z \-pnn+1)n™(z).
p-0

It is clear that the general outline of the theory, as presented in §2, will be

somewhat modified. But the essential spirit of the analysis will not [cf.

footnote 6].

6. Existence of regular formal solutions—Case I. We shall now consider

the solution of the system of equations (5.8) in the simplest case when the

equation (5.9) has one nonintegral index. The method that we discuss in

some detail will be the one that may be used without any essential change in

the next two cases. Other methods will be briefly indicated at the end of this

section.

We consider expansions of the type
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OO OO

(6.1) « = E X-'a<«,        B = £ X-'/3<>\
j-o y-o

OO

(6.2) M=EX-V»,
y-o

and similar equations for p, cr and t. We naturally attempt to set

(6.3) a<°> = a0,        /3(0) = /So.

The initial approximation for (5.8) then becomes

(6.4a)             [«.<•>" + a0M(0)'] - /3o[2zr«»' + t<°>] = 0,

(6.4b)            «[w<°>" + (2 - a0)r(°>' + 2/»<«'] = 0,

(6.4c)            2z<r(1°)' +cA0> = 0,

/*   ,IJ\ O      (0)'     I     1    (0) IA    (0)'    I     2      (0)"     12/1 o      \   (0)'l(6.4d) 2zti    + 2ri    = [4/j      + 3zt       + 3(1 — 2a0)r     J.

We expect the initial approximation to be /i(0) = l, jA0>=o-(0>=t(0)=0; and

this is indeed a possible solution for (6.4). The higher approximations are

given by

(6.5a) L*n«>" + a0/x(,r] - /3o[2zt<»' + t<»] = /S«> + Py(z),

(6.5b) js[zt«>" + (2 - a0)r<>'>' + 2/i(0)'] = o<« + Py(z),

(6.5c) 2z<riy)'+ cr"' = Py(z),

(6.5d) 2zr")   + 2ti/>'= Py(z) + [luUY + 3zrU)" + 3(1 - 2a0)r°')'])

where Py(z) is the generic symbol for a regular function which is known when

the (j— l)th approximations are all known. After regular solutions of the

equations (6.5a) and (6.5b) are found, we may integrate (6.5c) and (6.5d)

as follows:

(6.6) ci    = z       I   z   Rj(z)dz,
J o

(6.7) r? = z"1 f'2~1Rj(z)dz
Jo

where Rj(z) denotes the right-hand side of (6.5d).

To solve the equations (6.5a) and (6.5b), we first adopt the simpler nota-

tion (~~) for all unknowns with an index j, and use different symbols Pi(z)

and R2(z) lor the two regular functions; thus

(6.8) [zp." + aoii'] - B0[2zf' + f] = /J + Pi(z),

(6.9) z[zf" + (2 - a0)f + il'] = a + R2(z).

Clearly, to have regularity, we must take
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(6.10) 5= - *,(0)

so that (6.9) becomes

(6.11) z?" + (2 - a0)f' + 2p' = R3(z).

This equation can be integrated once more to give

(6.12) zf'+ (1 - a0)f + 2p = Rt(z)

where Ri(z) has an additive constant of integration which is at our disposal.

We shall now attempt to solve p and f from (6.8) and (6.12) as regular

power series. This method is based on the fact that the system is Fuchsian,

as can be easily verified by eliminating zf' from (6.8) by means of (6.12),

and consider the system of equations of the first order with (p, ft', t) as the

three dependent variables. Thus, formal power series solutions (possibly in-

cluding logarithmic terms) are true solutions.

Let us write

OO 00

(6.13) P = 12 PkZk,        f = £ nz*.
Jr-0 k-0

Then (6.8) leads to

(6.14) -j80(2* + l)f* +(k + ao)(k + l)Pt+i = Ri.k - /%o, » - 0, 1, 2, • • •

and (6.12) leads to

(6.15) 2pk + [k + (1 - a0)]fk = Rt,k, k = 0, 1, • • . .

The latter may be solved for jlk in terms of fk. To determine ft, write (6.15) as

(6.16) 2pk+i +[k+ (2- a0)]?n.i = Ri.k+i, k = - 1, 0,1, • • •

and eliminate pk+i from (6.4). Thus

(6.17) 2/3„(2£ + l)f* + (k+ l)(k + ao)[k + (2 - ao)]fk+i = Sk + 2p%0,

for & = 0,1,2,---, where Sk is a known constant. Equation (6.17) enables

us to solve all the ?*'s in terms of the leading coefficient fo, unless the coeffi-

cient for one of the unkowns f*+i vanishes; i.e., when

(6.18) (k + a0)(k + 2 - ao) = 0

for some integral value of k > 0. This is possible only when

(6.19) ao = n+ 2 or -n

for some value of w = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Thus, if the parameter a0 is not an integer,

or if it takes on the special integral value

(6.20) ao = 1,
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the above method can be carried through. The condition (6.20) implies that

the indices of the reduced equation

(6.21) zx" + aox' + Box = 0

are both equal to zero, and the operator Lo(x) is self-adjoint. One of the

solutions of (6.21) contains logarithmic terms no matter what the value of

/3o may be. This is however really an exceptionally simple case of Case II,

and will be included in the next section. We may therefore formulate the fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem I. // the indices p = 0 and p = 1 — ao of the reduced equation (6.21)

of the normalized differential equation (5.1) do not differ by an integer, then the

latter has formal solutions of the form (5.2) where the coefficients p., v, a, t are

given by formulas of the form (6.2) and u(z, X) is any solution of the differential

equation (1.8) with coefficients a and 8 in the form (1.9). Furthermore, we have

M(o) = if „(o) = o, (7(0) = 0, t<°> = 0, a<°> = a0, /3<°> = j80;

and that all the coefficients a(i) (j = l, 2, • • •) must be chosen in a manner

prescribed by the original differential equation; the coefficients B(->'> (j=l, 2, ■ • •)

are however arbitrary.

There are at least two other ways of treating the system of equations

(6.8) and (6.9). By analogy with §§3, 4, we see that the solutions of the homo-

geneous system are known. They are simply the connection coefficients of the

solutions of the reduced equation (6.1) with themselves. Thus, they are in-

deed explicitly expressible in terms of Bessel functions. We may then write

the solutions of the nonhomogeneous system by the method of variation of

parameters and use the disposable constants to make the solution regular.

Another method is to use the form (6.8) and (6.12) and eliminate zr' from

the former by using the latter. It is then easy to reduce this system into an

integral system by solving (6.8) for p and (6.12) for r. The reasoning here

runs parallel to that used at the end of §3.

7. Existence of regular formal solutions—Case II. We shall now apply

the method used above to consider the case where «o is an integer and Bot^Q.

The case j30 = 0 will be considered in the next section. We shall prove the

following theorem.

Theorem II. If a0 is an integer, positive, negative, or zero, and Bq^O,

Theorem I still holds, but only when the coefficients £'•' (J— 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ) are

also chosen in a manner prescribed by the original differential equation. Only

the case ao = 1 is free from this requirement.

To prove this theorem, let us write out equation (6.17) explicitly as

follows:
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k = 0, 2pVo + «o(2 - a0)?i = R™ + 2/3,

„ ,.   k = 1, 6pVi + 2(1 + a0)(3 - ao)f2 = Ri\
(7.1) (3)

k = 2, 10pV2 + 3(2 + a0)(4 - a0)h = R2  ,

k = n, 2fto(2n + l)f„ + (n + 1)(» + a0)(n + 2 - a0)f„+1 = ic„8>.

If we regard these as a system of equations for Ti, • • • , rB+i, the coefficient

matrix has the structure in the form of two diagonal terms

" a0(2 — ao)

6/30        2(1 + a0)(3 - a0)

1000 3(2 + a0)(4 - a0)

'20o(2n+l)    (n + l)(n + ao)(n + 2 - ao) .

The determinant can vanish only if one of the terms in the main diagonal

vanishes and this can happen only when (6.19) is satisfied, and only once.

We now consider the matrix for which the lower right corner term vanishes,

and this will still be denoted by the above matrix. Then, in order to be able

to solve for n, • • • , r„+i, the matrix obtained by replacing the last column

by the right-hand side column of the system of equations (7.1) must have a

vanishing determinant. This can always be made to be true if the coefficient of

2/3 does not vanish. This coefficient is the nX« determinant at the lower left

side of the above matrix (up to a sign), and its value is clearly

(2/30)n(2«-|-l)(2ra — 1) • • • 5.3. If ftQ9£0, then, the augumented matrix can be

made to have the same rank as the coefficient matrix, and there is a one-

parameter family of solutions for ?i, • • • , t„+i. The equations for k = w + 1, • • •

then determine all the other coefficients. We have thus indeed found regular

solutions by proper choice of the coefficients ft(>\ and the theorem is proved.

8. Existence of regular formal solutions—Case III. We shall now con-

sider the apparently simpler but actually more complicated case where

/30 = 0, and the reduced equation (6.21) takes the form

(8.1) zX" + aox' = 0

where a0 is an integer, positive, negative, or zero. We shall restrict our dis-

cussion only to cases

(8.2) a0 = - n, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

since the adjoint equation of (5.1) has the corresponding coefficient given by(12)

(u) Cf. Langer [4].
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(8.3) 50 = 2 - a0 = 2, 3, 4, • • • .

The gap left by (8.2) and (8.3) is the special case

(8.4) a0 = oco = 1,

when the operator Lo(x) is self-adjoint. This case has been covered by Theo-

rems I and II.

Let us first notice the similarity and the differences between the present

case and the above cases. The equations (5.8) remain unchanged. Clearly, if

a method of successive approximations is used, Equations (5.8c) and (5.8d)

can be treated in exactly the same manner as in §6. Thus, the problem again

focuses itself on the first two equations (5.8a) and (5.8b). In the special

case considered here, these may be written in the following convenient form:

(8.5) zp" - np! = 03 - ft0)(p + 2zt' + t - (a - a0)r) + 0(X~1),

z[zt" +(n+ 2)t'] = - 2zp! + (a - a0)(p. + 2zr' + r - ar)

+ (ft - Po)zr + 0(\~l),

where we have put ao= — n and /3o = 0 in some of the expressions, but have

retained the differences a—a0, ft—fto to suggest that they are terms of an

order higher. In Equation (8.6), we put p.' on the right-hand side, because it

is supposed to be obtained from Equation (8.5) in a process of successive

approximations. As before, the initial approximation is given by p.(0) = l,

T<°>=0.

It is easy to see from Equation (8.5) that the usual expansion of p, and r

in inverse powers of X would not work, except under extremely special cir-

cumstances; for logarithmic terms tend to appear. The successive approxi-

mations for p., beyond the initial one, satisfy the inhomogeneous differential

equation

(8.7) zp" - np' = R(z),

where R(z) is a regular function determined by the lower approximations.

The solution of (8.7) can be easily written down. It is(13)

(8.8a) p' = z»lc-f z-<-»+»R(z)dz\ ,

(8.8b) P = ci + azn+l - f  —dz f z-w>R(z)dz.

Thus, in general, if R(z) contains a term Rmzm, there is a corresponding term

— Rm{(m — n)(m + l)n]-1zm+1 occurring in p. However, if m = n, i.e., if R(z)

should contain a term Rnzn, the integral of (8.7) will contain a term of the

form

(is) We are treating the case n ^0 here. The case n ■»() requires some obvious minor modifi-

cations.
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(8.9a) p' = czn + R„zn log z,

Pn
(8.9b) p = a + c2zn+1-z»+1(log z - 1).

n+l

The occurrence of logarithmic terms must therefore be prevented, if they

tend to occur, by trying to remove terms proportional to zn on the right-hand

side of (8.7).
There is no such difficulty associated with (8.6). As in §6, we can choose

a properly to counteract the factor z on the left-hand side of the equation.

After this is done, we are faced with solving equations of the type

(8.10) zr" + (n + 2)7 = R(z),

whose regular solution is given by

(8.11a) 7 = (w + 2)-»z-("+2) J   f  z(»+»R(z)dz\

and

(8. lib)       7 =(n+ 2)-11 f z-<"+2> P f z<»+1>PJ(z)<fzl dz + cX ,

where c is an arbitrary constant of integration. Thus, a positive power term

Rmzm in R(z) would always produce a positive power term

Rm{(m + n + 2)(m + l)(n + 2)}-V+1 in f.

Removal of the logarithmic term by fractional powers. To be able to remove

the logarithmic terms in any scheme of successive approximation it is then

necessary to be able to control an explicit term cz" which enters R(z) in (8.7)

and whose coefficient c is at our disposal. If we attempt to solve (8.5) and (8.6)

by expanding p. and t in the usual form

00 OO

(8.12) M=Z)X-Vy)    and   r = £ X~M«
y-o y-o

with corresponding expansions for a and 8, we do not have such a control

even at the stage of determining jt(1) and t(1). Let us assume, for definite-

ness, that the logarithmic terms would arise in the first approximation by

using the above expansion (8.12).

Clearly, some modification of this expansion is needed. Heuristically, one

may reason as follows to arrive at the form of this expansion. The occurrence

of the logarithmic term indicates that p. is not of the form

u = m(0) + 0(X-»),       j*(0) = 1,

but rather that p.— p(0) must be larger than 0(X_1). This immediately sug-
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gests the use of fractional powers. The next question is "Which fraction?"

Let us consider an expansion in the parameter e = X-tl/JV) where iV>l,

but is otherwise unspecified. We note from (8.5) that, before terms of the

order of X-1 are included, the right-hand sides of (8.7) and (8.10) can only

arise from the lower approximations. We have also noticed that a term in zm

on the right-hand sides of these equations gives rise to a term in zm+1 in the

solution.

Since /j(0) = 1, t(0) = 1, we may expect that z* is precisely the significant

power in ju(0 and t(<). Thus, the »th approximation should appear in the

right-hand side of the equation which also includes the term 0(X_1) in (8.5),

i.e., we should have

en+i = x-i}

or

(8.13) e = \-u*+».

Having thus determined e in a tentative manner, we may try to put

00

(8.14a) u = E «V000,        M(0> = 1,
j>-0

CO

(8.14b) T=£e«r«(i), r<°> = 0,
j»«0

oo

(8.14c) a = Y, e'o:(0, a(0> = «o = - »,
p— o

00

(8.14d) /3=£e'0«>, /3<°>=p\, = 0
p—o

in (8.5) and (8.6). Then, we obtain for the first approximation

(8.15) «.«>"- mliy = 0(1),

and

(8.16) z[ztM" + (h + 2)t<1>'] = - 2zM(1>' + a»>;

and for the higher approximations, 2^i^n — l,

(8.17) z/»(m>' - »M<<+1> = /3i(y«'> - 2zt«>' + r«>) + /?<''+1> -|-

and

z[ZT«+iy + (n + 2)t«+»']
(8.18) L V J

= - 2z/i(<+1>' + oifjiW + 2zt<«' + (n+ 1)t«>) + ««+!> + /Sxzt"' + • • •

where the terms not written out explicitly involve only p.li~n, t('-1), a(0, j8c0
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and lower approximations. As we have noted before, the terms a(1) in (8.16)

and a(<+1) in (8.18) must be chosen to make the solution regular.

Let us now examine the rise of power in the successive approximations.

Clearly, we have from (8.15) [cf. (8.8b)]

(8.19) M(1) = ci + CiZ»+l - G8«y»)*

and, from (8.16) [cf. (8.11b)].

d 2/3<l>
(8.20) T»> = c3-Z-+1 +-z.

(n+l)(n+2) n(n+2Y

Terms with power higher than n will not interfere with the cancellation of the

term zn in the right-hand side of the (w + l)th approximation. We may there-

fore omit such terms by putting c2 = 0. Thus, the leading powers in p(1) and

t(1) indeed behave in the manner as expected. In the higher approximations,

as one can see from (8.17) and (8.18), the leading powers would arise from

the terms ftipiiy and — 2zpii+iy on the right-hand side of these equations.

Thus, if we denote by d and d the coefficients of z* in p,(<) and t(<> respec-

tively, we have the following relations for the determination of these coeffi-

cients:

(8.21) (i + l)(i - n)C»i = ftid,

(8.22) (i+n+ 2)Ci+i = - 2Ci+i,

where 2^i^n — l. Thus, the coefficient of zn in p/B) is prftportional to j3J.

This contributes a term proportional to ft\}+lzn in the right-hand side of (8.17)

in the (« + l)th approximation. In this approximation, the right-hand side

contains other terms in z" through the term 0(X_1) in (8.5), and ft^+1 must be

so chosen as to annihilate such terms. Note that these new terms to be anni-

hilated will depend only on the initial approximation (u(0), t(0)) = (1, 0), and

are not influenced by the intermediate approximations in fractional powers

ofX.
A little calculation will show that as long as ft 5^0, nothing difficult will

arise in the higher approximations. Thus, we have covered the case when the

logarithmic terms would appear in the approximation 0(X-1). If this is not

the case, we simply defer the introduction of the fractional powers until the

occurrent of logarithmic terms is imminent. Actually, no change of procedure

is necessary. If logarithmic terms do not tend to appear until the term

0(X-2) is considered, the coefficients /3(1>, • • • , /3(n> would automatically be

forced to equal to zero by the condition of regularity.

We may summarize our results in the following theorem.

Theorem III. If the reduced equation of the normalized differential equation

(5.1) has two regular solutions, i.e., if a0= — n (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) and j3o = 0,
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then there exists a set of formal solutions in the form

(8.23) x = pu + vu' + X-W + X-W"

where u is any solution of the basic reference equation

(8.24) uiv + X~2(z«" + au' + Bu) = 0,

and the coefficients p.(z, X), v(z, X), a(z, X), r(z, X) and a(X), B(X) have asymptotic

expansions of the form (8.14) in which e is given by (8.13) and the functions

/x(<)(z), • • • , r(i)(z) are all regular.

Appendix A

In this appendix, we shall give some transformation formulae which will

be found useful both for the reduction of the given equation into the normal

form and for the solution of the normalized differential equation. We con-

sider the transformation of the dependent variable ip(z, X) in the differential

equation

(A 1) }* + X W + qi' + rir) = 0

of the type (1.1), having in mind, however, that (A 1) is to be regarded as

the system of differential equations

■  *    -|    r   o     l     o     onr   ^    -

(A 2) -      *'        =        °       °       X       ° *'
dz   x-V" 0       0       0       X      X~V"

.X-V'" J      L-r    -q    -\p     oJLx-V"'.
for the vector variable $(\p, \p', X-V", X-V'")- We introduce a new variable %

by the relation

(A3) x = Af + Bf + X-'C^" + X-2ZV'",

where (A, B, C, D) are connection coefficients with the type of asymptotic

behavior (1.3). If we differentiate (A3) with respect to z, we find

(A 4) x'= Aif+ Bi+' + X-W + X-W",

where

(A 5a) Ai=A'-rD,

(A 5b) Bi = B' + A - qD,

(A 5c) Ci = C + \(B - pD),

(A 5d) Di = D' + XC.

If we now impose the condition that the connection coefficients (Ai, Pi, Ci, Dx)

shall also have the type of behavior (1.3), then we must have
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(A 6) B - pD = X^E   and   C = X^P,

and the relations (A5) become

(A 7a) Ai = A' - rD,

(A 7b) Bi = B' + A - qD,

(A 7c) Ci = E + X-W,

(A 7d) Di = D' + F.

The second derivative x" is given by

(A 8) x" = AiP + BiP' + X-W + X-W",

where

(A 9a) Ai = A{ - rDh

(A 9b) Bi = Bi + Ai - qDu

(A 9c) d = C{ + X(Bi - pDi),

(A 9d) Di = DI + XCi.

Note that C2 and D2 are of the order of X, and hence the connection coefficients

X-1(^2, Bi, d, Df), which are appropriate for X_Y', automatically have the

behavior of the type (1.3).

The third derivative %'" is given by

(A 10) x'" = A,p+ B3p' + X^dP" + X-W",

where

(A 11a) Ai = Af - rZ>2 = (Al - rDi) - XrCi,

(A lib) Bz = BI + Ai- qDi = (BI + Ai - qDl) - Xqd,

(A lie) Ci = C' + HB2 ~ PL>2)
= Cl' + X[(Bi - pDi)' + (Bi - pDl)] - X*pCi,

(A lid) D3 = DI + Xd = DI' + 2XCi' + X2(Bi - pDi).

Note that the order of X is indicated explicitly in the final form of the above

expressions, and hence the connection coefficients X-2(-43, B3, C3, D3), which

are appropriate for X-2x'", automatically have the behavior of the type (1.3).

Thus, the matrix G connecting the vectors x(x> x', X~Y', ^~2x'") and

il(p, p', X-V", X-V") has the form

oo

(A 12) G = £ X-»GB)
n-0

where Go has the form
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"^o       Po 0 Do ~

Ai,o   Pi,o Ci.o Di,o
(A 13) Go aa

0        0        Pi.o — poDi,o Ci,o

-0        0 —PoCi.o        Pi,o — poDi,o_

It is essential that | G0\ =det Got^O so that the transformation of variables is

nonsingular. In particular, this should hold for the point z = 0. At that point,

we have

(A 14) |G„(0)|   = ^o(0){Pi.0(0)}»,

and the following conditions are necessary and sufficient for the transforma-

tion to be nonsingular in a neighborhood(14) of z = 0:

(A 15)        Ao(0)*0,       Bif0(0) = A0(0) + D0(0)[1 - qo(0)] * 0,

where Pi.o has also been expressed in terms of more elementary quantities

by means of (A 7b) and (A 6).

As a matter of fact, we shall require the function x to be a solution of a

fourth order differential equation of the form (B 1) specified below, which is

quite similar to (A 1). Thus, if we consider a fundamental matrix solution

SF of the system (A 2), then

(A 16) X = G¥

is a fundamental matrix solution of the corresponding system for

jc(x> x', X_1x", X_2x" )• The determinant of G thus appears as the ratio of

two Wronskian determinants, and the leading term | Go| must be a constant.

Thus, it would take on the constant value at 2 = 0 as given by (A 14).

We note that the nature of the matrix G indicates that the above manner

of defining the vectors jj and t|r is the natural one. Other choices of powers of

X in the definition would not have been as convenient.

Appendix B

In this appendix, we shall derive the differential equation satisfied by the

function x defined in the last section, and then obtain the conditions which

must be satisfied by the coefficients A, B, C, D so that x satisfies a differential

equation of the type

(B i) p„(x) = x[sx + hi + ex-y + <ft-Y"]

where

(B 2) Loix) - Xiv + X2(zx" + «ox' + Box),

as defined in (2.17), and the coefficients (a, b, Z, d) have the behavior (1.3).

(u) The zeros of the analytic function [ Go(z) | are isolated.
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To do this, we shall first calculate the fourth derivative of x- We may

write it in the form

(B 3) Xiv = A<.p + B*P' + X-'dP" + X-W",

where the coefficients (Ai, Bit d, Di) are given by

(B 3a) At = Af - rD3,

(B 3b) Bt = Bf + Az - qD3,

(B 3c) d = Cl + X(B3 - pD3),

(B 3d) Di = DI + XC3.

After some calculation, we find that

(B 4a)    Ai =(Al - rDl)' - rDl' - X[(rCi)' + 2rCl] - X*r(Bi - pDi),

(B 4b)    Bt = (BI + Ai- qDl)' + (Al - rDl) - qD{'

- X[(?C,)' - rCi - 2qCl] - X»j(£i - pDi),

Ci = Cl" +X[(Bi -pDi)"+ (Bi-pDl)'+Bi +Ai-qDl -pDi']

+ X2[-(j»Ci)' - qCi - 2pCl] - X3/.(Si - pDi),

(B 4d)    Di = DI" + 3XCI' + X*[2(Bi - pDi)' + (B2 - pDi)] - X3pCi.

If we now form the differential operator Lo(x)> we have

(B 5) L0(x) = A~P + BP' + X~lCP" + X-*DP'",

where

(B6a) A = Ai + X2[zA2 + a0Ai + ftoA],

(B 6b) B = Bi + X2[zBi + aQBi + ft0B],

(B 6c) C = d + X2[zd + a0Ci + ftaC],

(B 6d) D = Di + X2[zDi + a0Di + ft0D].

Now, if the matrix G in the connection formula

(B 7) X = Git

for the vectors x(x, x', X-Y'< ^~2x'") and t^, p', X-1^", X~V'") is nonsingular

in the manner specified in part A (cf. (A 10) and (A 11)), we may also write

(B 5) in the final form (B 1), and obtain a differential equation for x, where

(Xo, X6, Xc, \d) are linear combinations of (.4, B,C, D) with coefficients of the

order of unity. Thus, in order to make the coefficients (Xa, X6, Xc, Xd) small

to a certain order, all the coefficients (A, B, C, D) must be made uniformly of

that order.
The detailed expressions for (A, B, C, D) are too long to be of interest.

We shall merely give their leading terms in the case
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(B 8) p = z + X) X-»£„,        q = X) X-"?B,        r = Z) X~V».
n—l n—0 n—0

Then

(B 9a) ^ = X2[-r0Pi + zA{ + aaAi + 80A] + 0(X),

(B 9b) B = X2[-q0Bi + zAi + zB[ + a0Pi + foB] + 0(X),

(B 9c) C = X2[-#i(Pi - zD/) - (<?«» + l)d - 2zCi' + a0Ci] + 0(X),

(B 9d) D = X*[-p0Ci + 2B( +Bi- 2(zDi)' + a0Di + B0D] + 0(X).

We notice that in the above expressions, only the known functions p and q

are replaced by their asymptotic forms. The as yet unspecified functions

A, B, C, D;Ai, Pi, Ci, L>i are left as they are. This is important for examining

the higher approximations. For the initial approximation, we may then make

A, B, C, D all of the order X by requiring

(B 10a) — roPi.o + Zj4i,o + a0^4i,o — B0A0 = 0,

(B 10b) -?0Pi,o + 2^1,0 + zPi'.o + a0Pi,o + B0Bo = 0,

(B 10c) -p1(Bll0 - zDUo) - (qo + l)Ci,o - 2zC'i,0 + a0Cll0 = 0,

(B lOd) -poCi.o + 2B[,o + Pi,o - 2(zD1|0)' + a0L>i.o + B0D0 = 0.

If these relations can be satisfied under the restrictions (A 15), then the coeffi-

cients (A, B, C, D) and hence also (a, b, Z, d) have the behavior (1.3), as

desired in the final equation (BI).

The restrictions (A 15) guarantee the validity of the above conclusions

only in a small neighborhood of z = 0. However, since all the functions in-

volved are generally analytic, the conclusions would hold except at the singu-

larities of the functions involved.

Appendix C

The above calculations can also be used, with rather minor changes, for

expressing the solutions x of (B 1) in terms of the solutions of the differential

equation (A 1), if we regard the latter as known. In such a case, instead of

calculating (a, b, Z, d) in terms of (A, B, C, D), we express the latter in terms

of the former. We express the right-hand side of (B 1) in terms of \p, \p',

X-V", X-V", by means of (A 3), (A 4), (A 8) and (A 10) so that the differ-
ential equation (B 1) is satisfied if

(C la) A =X(aA + bAi + ZA2 + dA3),

(C lb) B = X(aB + bBi + ZB2 + <ZP3),

(C lc) C = X(aC + bCt + ZC2 + dCs),

(C Id) D = X(aD + bDi + ZD2 + SDt).

Equating the corresponding expressions in (B 6) and (C 1), we obtain a set
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of homogeneous equations for A, B, C, D. For convenience of reference,

these are listed as follows:

(C 2a) zAl + aoAi + ft0A - rBx= - rDi(p - z) + X^A,

(C 2b) zBl + aoBi + ft0B + zAx - qBx = - qDx(p - z) + X^B,

(C 2c) (z - 3p)Cl +(ao-q- p')Ci + ft0C = - X(Bi - pDi)(p - z) + X^C,

(C2d)    (z-3p)Dl +(ao-q-2p')Di + ftoD

= - XCi(p - z) - (3BI + Ai) + X-W,

in which A, B, C, D are given by

(C 3a)    A = X-M + (rCl) + 2rC/ + X-1^' - rDl),

(C 3b)    B = X~*B - qCl + (q' - r)Ci

+ X~l[Bl' + 2AI - 2qDl' - (q' + r)D{],

(C 3c)     C = X"XC + [3BI' +3AI - 3pDl' - (3p' + 3q)Dl

-ip" + 2q' + r)Di]+X-1Cl",

(C 3d)    D = X"1/) + 3d" + X-Wl",

where A, B, C, D are in turn given by (C 1). We have put some of the ap-

parently important terms on the right-hand side of (C 2), because we are

interested in the special case when the coefficients in (A 1) are given by

(C 4) p = z,        q = a,        r = ft

where a and ft are given by (1.8).
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